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The editorial ottice received almost 2,800 manuscripts
in
and thereafter. Those of you who have reen this new develop
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more advertising pages than in 1994. This helps to maintain the
Several items of new business were discussed at the Edit*
fiscal stability of the Journal and the relatively low subscription
rial Board meeting. Based on the feelings of those present, it is
price. We anticipate that pharmaceutical
companies will conlikely that we will soon introduce the opportunity
for authors
tinue to primarily advertise new drugs. Because of the new
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un era when the number of manuscripts
hcing suhmittcd has
increased snd rcvicwcrs appear to be so overworked.
Several
solutions were discussed and will be considered for implcmcnlation in the future.
These represent the major items that were discussed at the
Editorial Board and Board of Trustees meetings. The Journal
remains healthy and strong, and all of us are committed
to
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maintaining Se excellence of the Journal Over the next several
years. I would like to express appreciation
to all of thase who
swvc as reviewers for JACC and to those who serve so
faithfully on our selected Editorial bard.
I would also solicit
any suggestions that you have for changes in the format of
JACC or other related matters tha! would help us to further
improve the Journal.

